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Welcome everyone to the first Chronicle in May. 
I hope you are all coping the ‘new normal’ as well as possible and keeping healthy. However, I know some are finding life difficult and so have included a link to a booklet entitled ‘It’s okay to worry about Coronavirus’ that I was sent earlier in the week by the school my children attend. It is targeted at teenagers so is particularly relevant to our Year 7 and 8 pupils. I hope you find it useful. 
 https://36bcba96-c643-4a57-97c9 a5d0a468fe3a.filesusr.com/ugd/e3ca78_d6c1247bd7e5405b9b3109075f38bd47.pdf 
Thank you for all the positive feedback on the home learning materials that you have been using the last two weeks and the photographs too – it is encouraging that so many children are making the most of the time available to access these resources. Please can I ask that pupils are really careful to not post/leave any personal information such as passwords etc on Teams where others may see them.  
A very small number of children have no access to the internet and we have been able to print out some resources for them. We are not able to expand this provision and would ask everyone to make every endeavour to do what they can using the digital resources available at home. 

Mr C M Wright 
Principal  

                 

Update- New Work  In response to feedback, the week beginning Monday 4th May has been set aside for pupils to complete/ catch up with work already set, including extension tasks where they wish, and to respond to any feedback that they have received from their teachers. We will also be setting optional creative tasks on Monday, related to VE day, for pupils to explore during the week. We would love to see what pupils create in response to the VE day activities, so please do continue sending us photographs so that we can share their success together.  The next round of new work will be set for the week beginning Monday 11th May.  We understand that completing work at home, often while working at home or supervising several children at once, is quite the challenge! Please be assured that doing the best you can is good enough and that the main priority is that all pupils are safe and well. Remember to take regular breaks and to treat yourselves.  

Platinum Pupils  Congratulations to the following pupils who have achieved the Platinum Award for Effort (grade 1 in all subjects, meaning that they have exceeded our high expectations). Very well done!  Year 6: Imaan A, Eliza C, Phoebe D, Ryan O’C, Ewan R, Maia S. Year 7: Poppy B, Niamh B, Isabel D, Daisy H, Isla J, Ella S, Evie S, Aanya S, Phoebe-Mae W. Year 8: Ella B, Jack B, Charlotte B, Eva L, Beth N, Isabel P, Megan P, Sinead Q, Eloise R-D, Maddie R, Abbey S, Dan T, Molly T. 
 

 



 

Scrubs for Stoke  This week, staff and pupils who have been in school have been busy sewing scrubs for the NHS and healthcare workers through Scrubs for Stoke. This initiative invites volunteers to source fabric, cut patterns and stitch together scrubs and wash bags for workers. Miss Fares headed up the team of pupils who were able to produce several sets during the day. Mrs. Hodson has also set up shop in her home, producing many, many items to be sent out to those who need them. It has been amazing, not only to see the dedication of the staff and pupils in doing this, but also the skill of the pupils using the over lockers and sewing machines, and also to witness the generosity of staff and parents who have donated fabrics for us to us. Well done to all involved! 
 

            

Home Learning: Your News   The last few weeks have seen some outstanding work being produced at home. We love to see what you have achieved, so do please keep sending us photographs and updates. Here are a selection of some of the pieces that made us say ‘wow!’ recently:                  

          Imogen has produced this super chalk diagram of the human body for her science work. What a fantastic idea to show her learning in this way! (Great for long term memory practice too- I wonder if Imogen will be able to recall all of the parts once the rain sets in?) Super stuff Imogen! Kornel impressed us with his super RE poster on Hinduism. He included lots of interesting facts and some impressive key terminology too. It is great to see how well many pupils are embracing research work like this. Well done! Lily produced this stunning image which represents her form and her response to the current situation.  What a beautiful way to express your ideas Lily! Keep it up! Grace wrote this wonderful prayer about our NHS and key workers which she was able to share with her form. It is fantastic to see how pupils are continuing in their prayer life together.   
Danny’s Generous Donation   A special mention for Danny in Y8 who has very generously donated his huge Lego collection to raise money for Stone Community Hub who are doing vital work for the local area. We are very, very proud of Danny and the wonderful spirit he has exemplified.    

  Danny raised over £50 for the food bank at the Hub with the Lego pictured above! 


